ABSTRACT
I’m an old school programmer. I’ve used Vax/VMS, Unix, PC-SAS and Windows Server-based SAS. I like typing in my code in the SAS Display Manager. I’m pre-disposed to dislike new-fangled editors like SAS Enterprise Guide or SAS Studio. However, the move towards using SAS Grid environments means that the old faithful Display Manager is being consigned to the past. This means learning to use (and not grumbling too loudly about it) newer environments like SAS Studio.

In this paper I intend to show some of the features of SAS Studio with attention to the add-ons that I think make this a valuable tool for all programmers. I also intend to show that SAS Studio is still a SAS program editor. It’s not just for beginners. It’s for everyone. Particular emphasis will be placed on the development of tasks and the other useful tools within the editor.

INTRODUCTION
With the increasing adoption of SAS Grid environments, the old-school programming environment (SAS Display Manager System – DMS) is unable to operate in a Grid environment due to the way that SAS Grid is deployed. As we move away from directly interacting with SAS we are being forced into using environments like Enterprise Guide (EG) and SAS Studio. As an old-school programmer I am pre-disposed to dislike these new-fangled environments and their fancy code-writing wizards … after all who wants to be replaced by a robot?

Having made the move to a SAS Grid we made the choice to adopt SAS Studio as our front end for access to SAS because of several reasons: there are many similarities between DMS and Studio, the centralised distribution of the web-based Studio and the ability to customise and develop tasks and utilities alongside the centralised deployment of them. SAS Studio is still, at heart, a SAS editor but it has a multitude of added features that can enhance your programming experience.

SAS STUDIO AND DMS SIMILARITIES
The Studio environment looks quite similar to the classic SAS Display Manager.
It has program, log and output tabs (program, log and output windows previously), files and folders menus, and library browser menus.
It has the additions of “Task and Utilities” and “Snippets” menus.
As with Display Manager, multiple program windows (which contain the Code, Log and Results tabs) can be opened in Studio.
The code window has the colour-coding that the Enhanced Editor in DMS has.

We can still highlight sections of code and submit those sections using the running man icon.

WHAT’S NEW IN THE CODE EDITOR?
The Code tab now has code prediction as well as context-sensitive help with links to syntax guides as well as full web-based help documentation.
The auto-complete code prediction shows data libraries and datasets available within the session in a similar manner to EG. Unlike EG variable availability is not yet available. Similar functionality is available for macro variables.

The SAS Studio Code editor has been enhanced (for version 3.6 of Studio) with bracket matching as well as prediction. From this snippet you can see that the cursor is between the 2 parentheses. The first bracket was the only one that was typed. This works for {} and [[] as well.

As can be seen from this enhanced snippet, the cursor is placed at the second bracket. The matching end bracket for this is highlighted (as a grey box). It’s quite easy to see within the editor and makes identifying unmatched parentheses much easier to spot.
THE LOG TAB

The Log tab shows the SAS LOG for the code just executed. At the top is a summary of all the Errors, Warnings and Notes. This is quite useful as you can double-click on a note, warning or error and the cursor will be taken directly to that line in the Log tab. It should be noted that this is replaced every time you execute code from the Code tab.
If you want to view previous LOGs then you can switch back to the Code tab and click on the Submission history button. If we open the previous run for ADVS from June 26, 2017, 4:31:30 AM, another set of program windows are opened. They show the Code, Log and Results with a copied filename set to Read-only (the (1) relates to the (1) in the submission history).

If we'd opened the run from 4:32:34 AM then the tab would have read “advs.sas (2) (Read-Only).sas”). The submission history lasts for as long as your SAS Studio session is in existence.

RESULTS/OUTPUT DATA TABS
The default output for SAS v9.4 is ODS HTML which is why the output looks like this rather than an ODS LISTING style.

The “classic” output window is no longer available but when programs are batch-submitted the LST file is an ODS LISTING style output.
Any datasets that are produced during the program execution are available in the Output Data tab for browsing.

The data browser is much more advanced than the viewtable from DMS. It is much more like the EG data browser.

It allows you to see the variable attributes by clicking on the variable in the columns section. You can also select/deselect variables to view.

Filters are able to be added to each variable. The code behind these filters and variable selections can be used (and saved) if required.
The real difference between DMS and Studio is the addition of Graphical User Interface (GUI) Tasks, Utilities and Snippets. Tasks and Utilities can be used to create SAS code based on the results of a GUI. Snippets are code fragments which are basically the same as Keyboard Macro Files from DMS except that instead of being initiated by a keystroke they are selected using a point-and-click interface.

SAS provides a large repository of Tasks, Utilities and Snippets as part of the SAS Studio installation and you can create and save user-defined Tasks and Snippets for personal use as well as creating a globally accessible repository for customised Tasks and Snippets. You’ll need to learn some basic XML as well as some Apache Velocity to create your own tasks.

To demonstrate how tasks work we need to open the “Tasks and Utilities” menu. SAS supplies a large amount of tasks as standard. As an example we shall look at the “Describe Missing Data” task. By double-clicking on the task we open a “Describe Missing Data” tab which has several interfaces to use to select the data for the required task.
The first thing that is required is a data source. In the “Data” section we open the data browser and select the required dataset (in this case ADAM.ADSL).

At this point we still don’t have any code available as we need to select variables from the input data source to analyse. We select these variables using the Columns selection browser (we can select multiple variables in this task).
Now we have selected our data source and variables to analyse the task has created SAS code to enable us to describe missing data. We’ve produced a program of 40 lines with a few clicks of the mouse.
We can submit this code using the “Running Man” button as the code produced is “just” a SAS program. There are more options available to us to customise the reports further (the Additional Roles section).

Once we execute the code we will produce results like below where we can see a report across the ADAM.ADSL dataset for the 5 selected variables:
The code we have produced can be saved or copied and pasted into an existing program or copied to a new program window and edited.
SNIPPETS
Snippets allow you to quickly place SAS template code into your program. SAS provides a lot of code snippets within SAS Studio. In the example below shows a SAS-supplied snippet for detailing catalog entries in a libref.

IN SUMMARY
All these programs that are produced by whatever method are still “just” SAS programs. SAS Studio is still a SAS program editor so you can edit and modify the code produced just as you could in the DMS environment.

However, unlike the DMS environment code can be produced with a few mouse clicks or you can continue to write SAS code completely from scratch or you can use a combination … one of SAS’ great strengths is its versatility and this is now reflected in the programming environments.

SAS STUDIO 3.6 / USER’S GUIDE
http://documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=webeditorcdc&cdcVersion=3.6&docsetId=webeditorug&docsetTarget=titlepage.htm&locale=en
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